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I just had to write a review of Jeny's latest video although it's likely to be a bit repetitive with me 
continually saying how gorgeous Jeny looks! So here goes: 
 
With no introduction from Jeny, we are straight into the photoset with Jeny looking absolutely 
stunning in her black lace lingerie, the set is a lacy bra which does nothing to hide Jeny's magnificent 
breasts and perfectly erect nipples. Her suspender belt is of the same lace and as with the bra is 
embroidered with what appear to be female figures, the panties likewise are completely sheer and 
have a string back to allow us an unrestricted view of Jeny's perfect ass.  
 
Jeny is posing for Maxim (from the latest psychology video) and there is chemistry between the two 
of them, with Jeny looking completely relaxed as she goes through a series of poses. At one stage she 
is standing by the window with the flattest of stomachs. Jeny looks better with each passing 
birthday! 
 

 

 

Then the poses become more erotic as Jeny now poses with her panties around her lower legs and 
then they are off closely followed by her bra which she cheekily throws at Alex, that mischievous 
smile again showing that she is aroused 



 
Then begins the next phase of the more explicit poses. Jeny moves with all the grace of a gazelle (an 
odd comparison, I know, but it's increasingly difficult to come up with something that does justice to 
how fabulous Jeny is!) 
 
We see Jeny bending over the sofa and with legs spread wide, her tight anus and pussy lips fully 
exposed in all their beauty. Maxim taking lots of close ups and then Jeny is lying down now and 
playing with herself, but wait, what is this! Maxim's hand comes in to view and starts to touch Jeny's 
by now very wet pussy and she moans with delight as Maxim presses his hand down on her wetness. 
All the while he is taking close ups as using his thumb he helps Jeny to spread her butterfly revealing 
how wet her pussy is.  
 

 

 
Jeny is now masturbating as Maxim fondles her breasts, she is pleasuring herself and Maxim can't 
resist stroking her lips. With eyes closed she cums and a shyness creeps across her face but not 
before she spanks her lips, there follows a slow fade as Jeny covers her beautiful face. This is the 
perfect end to what has been an epic tale of eroticism. 
 
If you are not aroused by this adventure check your pulse! 
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Link to the video: 
https://jenysmith.net/scene/9165264/my-lingerie 


